California High-Speed Rail Authority Proposed Conflict of Interest Code
Comments Received Between October 11, 2019 - November 25, 2019
Comments
DATE RECEIVED FROM
COMMENT
received
Mon 10/14/2019
McManus, Mahsa@HSR
Forwarded from Kendall Bonebrake <kendall.bonebrake@hsr.ca.gov>: "Karen –
8:59AM
<mahsa.mcmanus@hsr.ca.gov>
Will you please double check the org chart with the updated COI Code? If we need
to update more than the item Mahsa mentions below, let’s chat. Otherwise, we can
proceed. Thank you." In response to Mahsa''s email: "Hi Z- do you know which org
chart Legal used to create this? I noticed that in my area, things are slightly off (for
example, HR and AR are sections, not branches), so I am assuming an older
version might have been used?
1
Mon 10/14/2019
10:35AM

Kishiyama, Darin@HSR
<darin.kashiyama@hsr.ca.gov>

2
Fri 10/25/2019
11:38AM

Moore, Zerlinia
<zerlinia.moore@hsr.ca.gov>

Wed 11/6/2019
4:53PM

Alcantara, Ofelia
<ofelia.alcantara@hsr.ca.gov>

Hi
Just out of curiosity, given the changes that we have organizationally, is there any
concerns about changes to consultant designated positions that change, get
modified or are removed?
As an example, if the RDP removes the Deputy Regional Director from the Northern
California Region Branch, is that an issue? Per this information, new positions need
to comply with the Conflict of Interest code would fall under “other,” how do
modifications get enacted? The same way?
Thank you for any information.
Darin T. Kishiyama, PE
Supervising Transportation Engineer
California High-Speed Rail Authority
770 L Street, Suite 620
Hello, will we be provided an updated code to review?

3

4

There are several positions missing under Strategic Delivery including myself as the
Deputy Director, the Program Delivery Managers and Contract Managers .
The list of project sections for the PM and Assistant PMs included Altamont to?
which is not a project section. How about Merced to Wye? Perhaps list these PM
and APM positions under SD, ID and RO instead of listing project sections.
Regards,
OPA

